
Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Issue 8: Bike Lanes - Santa Cruz - Sand Hill to “Y” 
Overview: 

This connecting section of Santa Cruz Ave, between the Sand Hill and the “Y” 
does not have marked bike lanes nor does it have any on pavement guidance 
for how cyclists, vehicles, and parked cars are to co-exist on the roadway.  The 
most critical area is the northbound east side, as there are 26 driveways, a 
busy intersection, parked cars, a high rate of speed, high traffic volume, and 
Santa Cruz has unusual road conditions: reduced visibility, road curves, a high 
amount of lane changes by motorists, a very dangerous intersection to 
negotiate at the “Y”, and an unacceptable high accident occurrence.  

Southbound lane only has one low use intersection at Oak Hollow, no parking, 
and only 2 driveways. Much of this current southbound road provides more 
room for cyclists [than the northbound lane], but provides little in defined bike 
lane or other guidance for motorists and cyclists. 

Important cycling information and research is lacking: There is no competent 
data pertaining to bike traffic on this section: Lacking are, 

- Bike volume and movement — peak/off-peak volume, weekday, weekend 
- Answer to bike volume of nb traffic at “Y” that routes to Alameda vs SCA 
- Understanding of destinations for bike traffic (downtown MP, Schools, bike 

loop routes, train station, commutes, or other main destinations)  
- Recreational travel vs commuter travel vs students 
- Anticipated bicycle traffic growth for coming years 

Without this cycling information it is difficult to consider viable alternatives.  For 
instance, if downtown MP was a primary destination, then an alternative to 
consider would be to improve cyclist access at Sand Hill / Oak Ave or the use 
of the San Mateo Ave Bike Bridge between Menlo Park and Sand Hill. 

A critical point is at the “Y” intersection that is unacceptably dangerous for 
cyclists and pedestrians.  There is absolutely no guidance for vehicles and 
bikes to negotiate this intersection.  As a result vehicles and bikes are in a no 
mans land where all have to jockey for lane position.   There are many issues: 

- Northbound expands to a confusing added lane for Santa Cruz traffic 
causing excessive lane changes by vehicles - dangerous for bikes 

- Santa Cruz northbound traffic generally does not stop, even when other 
northbound traffic is stopped.   Confusing and causes problems up stream 
on Santa Cruz due to a constant column of traffic without break. Another 
critical advent of the almost ‘always green’ traffic is that motorist behavior is continually re-enforced with 
‘knowing’ that they can drive into the turn of Santa Cruz without stopping and this frequent event occurs 
routinely and often, putting pedestrians and cyclists in grave danger of being struck by the offending vehicle. 
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Problems: 
• No defined bike lane 
• No guidance to inform traffic of bike 

routes through treacherous  
northbound  intersection (“Y”) 

• Unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists 
• Used by school age children 
• High traffic volume  
• Dangerous speed for northbound 

turn at “Y” 
• Continuous green for turn, even 

when rest of traffic stopped 

Positives of Solution: 
• Defined bike path creates better 

awareness for all users 
• Slower speed at “Y” turn greatly 

improves safety 
• Clear - thorough bike lane markings 

at “Y” guide vehicles and bikes in 
much safer manner. 

Considerations: 
• Use of electronic speed signs that 

reenforce proper speed 

Impact:   
There might be the perception that 
improved safety would slow traffic 
flow. While traffic might move more 
sanely, there does not seem to be any 
negative on throughput. 

Alternatives:   
Alternatives need to be researched 
once the research on bicycle usage is 
gathered:  Where, Who, When, Why 

Scope and Cost:   
TBD 

Status Update:  Partially implemented

Option 8.5 - Sharrows installed - Oct 2107
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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Proposed Solution Option 8.1:  Correct the Narrowing of Santa Cruz near Sand Hill 

There is enough room on Santa Cruz to shift all lanes to the west to create bike lanes on both sides.  However, 
there is an engineering issue/error one short 40’ section of Santa Cruz where it narrows to the point that there is 
inadequate room for southbound cyclists.  That location is in front of the southern end of Menlo Commons, at its 
southern driveway, the sidewalk angles into the Santa Cruz roadway and at the driveway there is further intrusion 
into the roadway by the driveway island.  This results in creating the narrowest point on Santa Cruz and reduces the 
roadway width by several feet.   

The impact of this intrusion of the driveway island is to limit the option of dedicated bike lanes.  If the 
narrowing is corrected, then the defined bike lanes appears to be a viable option. 

This solution requires altering the driveway island and correcting the short section of sidewalk (40 feet?) that 
encroaches in to the Santa Cruz roadway.  Research should be done to find out why this anomaly was allowed to 
occur, as there may be unknown factors that should be considered. 

While this intrusion and narrowing of Santa Cruz is a problem, it might not be as high a priority if the southbound 
outer lane on Santa Cruz is configured as a shared bike and vehicle lane, as proposed in Option 8.2.  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Sand 
Hill

Northbound Santa Cruz   

Southbound

Driveway island significantly 
intrudes into Santa Cruz creating the 
narrowest section of roadway.

The walkway along the southern 
half of Menlo Commons intrudes into 
Santa Cruz roadway.

Dotted lines represents the natural curb line, if 
it was consistent with rest of Santa Cruz. 


Inset of street level view of the problem with 
angle of walkway and then driveway island 
extending into Santa Cruz roadway.

Note that cars often drive on or against road 
gutter because of the encroachment of the 
sidewalk and driveway island.

NB
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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Proposed Solution Option 8.2:  Shared Bike/Vehicle lane Southbound Santa Cruz  

Santa Cruz (1,200’ section between the “Y” and Sand Hill Rd), has its challenges for cyclists; however, the issues 
with Northbound bike traffic are an order of magnitude greater than those issues faced by southbound cyclists. 

Southbound traffic has no parked cars to contend with, only 2 driveways, one low use intersection (Oak Hollow) 
and good visibly;  on the other hand, northbound cyclists have to negotiate 26+ driveways, a busy intersection 
(Palo Alto Way), and restricted visibility.  Both directions have high traffic volumes and unsafe speed limits.   

This Solution Option 8.2 would add significant room for a fully defined northbound bike lane, preserves resident 
parking, keeps the shared center turn lane and 2 lanes of traffic each direction.  It is accomplished by using the 
southbound outer lane (west) as a shared bike/vehicle lane and distributing the gained space from lane calming 
(narrowing) all lanes. Gained space of 7’ or so and thus allowing a full dedicated bike lane northbound. 

 

An advantage of this solution is that it is relatively low cost as much of the effort would be to re-stripe the roadway 
and it preserves the current parking, shared center turn lane, and 2 lanes of traffic each direction.   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Shows all lanes shifted west 
by 2 to 4+ feet

Bikes share outer (west) 
southbound traffic lane

Wide, dedicated, fully 
defined bike lane 
northbound

Bike lane not defined - narrow 
forces bikes into traffic

Extra wide lane widths could 
be used to shift all lanes west 

Proposed Santa Cruz lanesCurrent Santa Cruz lanes

Santa Cruz travel width of 64’  

Configuration achieved by shifting 
lanes west and sharing 

southbound traffic lane w/bikes

Solution Option 8.2

10’
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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Proposed Solution Option 8.2.1:  REVERSED Shared Bike/Vehicle lanes 

This reversed 8.2 option has additional advantages over the shared south lane proposed in 8.2.   By having the 
dedicated bike lane on the other side of the roadway  (southbound): 

✓ The Cyclist/Car Door issue is eliminated, as there is no parking on the southbound - west side 

✓ A shared northbound lane (as currently exists) also is easier for cyclists to transition to either direction at the Y, 
since they would not have to cut across a lane;  instead, just simply split off to the Alameda bike lane or 
continue on the north SCA shared bike lane. 

Both these 8.2 and 8.2.1 options are very low cost. Current lanes are primarily marked with round lane markers, not 
paint.  Cost is primarily scraping off current dots and re-aligning the narrower lanes to provide the bike lane.  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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Proposed Solution Option 8.3:  Single Traffic Lane Southbound Santa Cruz  

All vehicle traffic entering this 1,200’ section of Santa Cruz is confined to single lanes. This proposal Option 8.3 is 
based on maintaining those lanes of traffic as a single southbound lane and adding bike lanes each direction.  

Acknowledging the volume of traffic, the current lane queues that exist a few 100 feet before Sand Hill Rd would be 
retained, still providing 2 left turn lanes on to East bound Sand Hill, 2 lanes for Alpine/Junipero, and the right turn 
lane just before Sand Hill Rd. The existing Bike lane would also be retained at the Sand Hill intersection. 

Never are the Alameda southbound and Santa Cruz southbound (from Avy Ave) merging in to this  southern most 
1,200’ section at the same time.  They always alternate traffic flow separately. A single southbound lane on this 
southern most section of Santa Cruz after the “Y”, has many safety benefits: 

• Single Lane easier for ingress/egress at Menlo Commons and Oak Hollow 
• Full bike lanes for both directions of this section of Santa Cruz and bike lanes have traffic safety buffer 
• Retention of the Center left turn/merge lane 
• Retention of residential parking on east side 
• Natural traffic calming by maintaining single lane of appropriate narrower width in concert w/25 mph speed 
• The overall roadway can be free of obstructions and provide an emergency response route that is facilitated by 

a full roadway, nearly 60’ in width. 
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Shows all lanes shifted west 
by about 6 feet   — AND —
Lanes are much wider, 
including center lane. Wider 
lanes for Emergency vehicles

Bike Lanes both directions 
and each has traffic buffer

Retains northbound parking

Bike lane not defined - narrow 
forces bikes into traffic

Extra wide lane width and reducing 
to one southbound traffic lane 
allows shift all lanes west 

Proposed Santa Cruz lanesCurrent Santa Cruz lanes

Safer access for Menlo 
Commons and Oak Hollow
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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

This is a preferred solution option, based on cycling feedback, as it provides buffered bike lanes, calmer travel lane  
widths.  For residents, parking is preserved and with added buffer of the bike lanes providing distance from travel 
lanes, residents have better and safer access to exiting driveways and their parked cars. 
   
This option assumes that the Safety Issue #1, Alameda 4-3 lane diet,  has been implemented.    Both these 
options, #1 and this #8.3 are low cost options as their implementations are primarily re-striping the lanes. 
An advantage of this solution is that it is relatively low cost as much of the effort would be to re-stripe the roadway 
and it preserves the current parking, shared center turn lane, the 2 northbound traffic lanes, and the multiple traffic 
storage queue lanes at the Sand Hill Rd intersection.   
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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Proposed Solution Option 8.4:  Remove 3rd lane on Northbound Santa Cruz at “Y”  

Northbound Santa Cruz at the “Y” is very wide, having 3 northbound 
travel lanes, one left turn lane, and 2 southbound lanes, one that is very 
wide:  A total of 6 lanes in width.     

This creates a crosswalk, that because it crosses these 6+ lanes at an 
angle is equivalent to crossing nearly 8 lanes and because of the angle 
and the position in which vehicles stop obstruct visibility, adds to a 
severe safety issue for pedestrians. 

The additional 3rd northbound travel lane starts several hundred feet 
before the “Y” and creates many other serious safety issues: 

• Vehicles have to change lanes, causing excessive ‘jockeying’  
• Cyclists have to negotiate chaotic traffic including unpredictable 

jockeying of cars changing lanes 
• Crosswalks are extremely long and made even longer by angle to roadway 
• Added 3rd lane is all most constantly Green for Santa Cruz traffic, even when northbound Alameda traffic is 

stopped - causing serious safety issue for residents and for pedestrians in crosswalk  
• The constantly green light also causes a serious safety issues for upstream residents and intersections as 

there is seldom a break in traffic for ingress/egress to driveways and left turns at intersections 
• 3rd lane encourages Santa Cruz traffic to make turn at unsafe speed and cut corners putting bikes at risk 
• Long Crosswalks creates longer lights and pedestrians are exposed to traffic for longer periods of time 

By removing the added 3rd northbound lane, the two 
remaining northbound lanes could be dedicated 
lanes:  One lane for only Alameda traffic and the 
other lane dedicated to only Santa Cruz traffic.   

This allows roadway to be configured to provide safer 
buffered bike lanes to cross the “Y”.  One dedicated 
bike lane with markings through the Y for northbound 
Alameda bike traffic and the other bike markings to 
provide guidance for northbound Santa Cruz cyclists.  

Additionally, the southern crosswalk would changed 
to be perpendicular to Santa Cruz and thus shorten 
the crosswalk.  Marking it with ladder crosswalk paint 
and adding stop limits to keep traffic 20’ or so away 
from the crosswalk would greatly improve visibility 
and safety for crossing pedestrians. 
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Only Only

Status Update: Summer 2019: 

County implemented a 90 day safety 
trial for this option.  Using temporary 
signs, bollards, and lane markings, the 
3rd lane was removed, traffic lights 
were change to eliminate an ‘always 
green’ light, and Santa Cruz NB lanes 
were then dedicated to Alameda (left 
lane) and Santa Cruz (right lane). 

See:  UnivPark.org/safe/safety-trial

https://UnivPark.org/safe/safety-trial
http://www.UnivPark.org/safe
https://UnivPark.org/safe/safety-trial


Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

County Proposal 8.5:  Adding Sharrows  

County has agreed to place sharrows in the outside traffic lanes for Santa Cruz, from the Sand Hill to just past the 
“Y”.  Sharrows are on pavement symbols that inform motorists and cyclists that the traffic lane is to be used by 
both vehicles AND cyclists - that both have equal sharing of that lane.   

While not mitigating the need for actual bike lanes, the sharrows are a welcome first step in 
cooperation with the community by the county. 

It is hoped that the County’s solution will include sharrows and similar markings be applied 
to the “Y” so that vehicles and cyclists have on pavement guidance to transfer 
understanding how vehicles and cyclists are to navigate through that dangerous 
intersection.   Guidance for both northbound legs  of the Y is needed: Alameda and Santa 
Cruz.  
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Status Update:  #8.5 implemented

Option 8.5 - Sharrows installed - Oct 2107
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